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Abstract—A new approach for ranking visual career
counselling based on distance measures is explained. In this
paper, the traditional method of career counselling will be
carried out by means of distance consulting services to make
career counselling. Especially, professional education in the
capacity limitation and professional working demand for
education has led to a proliferation of virtual applications.
Hence, e-Visual Career Application has been developed as a webbased program for clients who have taken professional
counseling efficiently. With this application, it will help clients in
the process of discovering and making decisions to their interests,
abilities, personalities, skills and values. This paper relies on the
implications of introducing online visual career consulting in the
login sessions and how it affects the people (supervisor and
client), the processes (consulting), and the organizations involved.
Keywords—Visual Career Counselling, Traditional Method,
Virtual Application, e - Visual Career Application

I. INTRODUCTION
This career application system is done with specially
developed software for providing more fruitful advising system
on career development by considering interests, capacities,
personalities, abilities and values that are developed in order to
help people while they are discovering the right track and
making decisions on their career development in this paper.
Distance education [1-2] is not a new concept and
"Distance education", which eliminates the obligation of the
instructor and the student to be in the same place; it is an
education system, it is an alternative system to today's formal
education system and its success rate increases day by day with
the developing technology. Although a definite starting date
cannot be determined but the use of distance education
applications in an organizational structure is encountered in the
19th century.
In recent years, information and educational technology in
distance education [3-5] have developed, while more
information has been produced than in the past. These
developments in distance educatrion changed the lifestyles of
people, their needs and thoughts in obtaining information. As a
result of the changes that occur in parallel with the
development of educational technology in distance education,
the most educational institutions is affected from globalization.
Technological tools [6-7], which are always with individuals,
increase the importance of the use of e-learning tools [7-10] for
institutions and individuals to have an effective and productive
structure in their career development. Thus, developing
educational technology, reaching the information from the
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reliable sources and stating the references of the sources
correctly can be considered as an important element in the
development of societies [11]. For this reason, internet and
computer are the most of the important communication tools
which help people in reaching the scientific information on the
right time.
The online education [12-14] system is a very important
education system in order to prevent formal education that
cannot be processed fluently, especially as a result of the
measures taken against global problems. Thanks to online
education, students can continue their education without
delaying their courses for lost opportunity in face-to-face
learning [15-17] and time and can repeat the topics covered on
the system. In this regard, online education are conducted in 2
ways; asynchronous and synchronous [18-19]. Although
distance education is called asynchronous education, but
universities have unique learning management system (LMS)
that can reflect their own characteristics and meet the
requirements of the distance education applications [20] in
today's world, adapt rapidly to technological innovations will
arise in the medium and will provides synchronous education
opportunities integrated into this system for a long term. Thus,
this system as educational programmings [21-22] provide an
interactive communication between instructors and students.
Thanks to such educational programmings, it will be a
important tools [23-24] that help students especially their
career development skills.
Discovering the existence of new science, gaining new
facts, and using that information in the right place and on the
right time lead to new job areas (career development skills) for
people in the world. It can be seen that most of the people from
different profession needs to update themselves and their
knowledge each passing day. Providing counselling services to
the people who are in the working life actively will help them
to address the need of the people around us and this will raise
their activities in their profession. However in recent days, it
can be seen that lack of counselling advisors cause the
problems in the processing of the duties. For this reason,
applying the use of “distance web-based advising career
application” has a huge importance. This application is dealing
with management of synchronous, asynchrony [19] and the
mix of them when supervisor and client conducting the
consulting service at the same time (synchronous), when the
advisor and client learn and use the counselling material
separately (asynchrony) and hence the application system as
learning management system [25-29] that use both of them
together is called as mixing. e-Visual Career Application (e-
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VCA) System is a kind of distance web based for handling
most of the career consulting activities as it can be done with
face-to-face education. It is possible to have audio-visual
communication with thorough independent career development
advising career application system is also look like a face- toface environment. Client may follow the notes of the
counselling weekly, personal information forms, tests,
measurements, inventory, technics and weekly research
activities through this career application system, they may
interact with their supervisors and they may communicate in
login sessions. The scope of this career application system is to
gather requirements, analyze, design, and develop the e-Visual
Career Application website. The objective of this engagement
creates e-Visual Career Application (e- VCA) for supervisors
and clients that will achieve the following goal:


Supervisors will be able to do the registration of the
career application system on the internet.



Clients will be able to attend lively meeting arranged
before.



A client registered in the system application will be
able to access the counseling materials easily from
their portal through this career application system.



All the questions are raised by the client will be able
to produce chain of discussion have a change to
discuss with his/her supervisor through the career
application system.



Clients will get chance to ask for an extra meeting
from their supervisors.



This career application system consists 5 sessions and
each session is 45-50 minutes in a week.



Client will be able to do the personal information
form, tests, measurements, inventories, techniques
and weekly searching tasks on the career application
system.



The attendance of clients will be able to be followed
by the advisors with the help of career application
system. The supervisor will be able to arrange an
extra meeting hourly and will be able to send the
counseling materials on the web.



This application system will be the center of most of
the developmental areas related to teaching and
learning with the raising application areas, with the
harmony of the learning strategy, without any
problem related to place and timeframe and with the
flexible learning methods.



With the scope of the career application system, the
content of the counseling is prepared for five week
and all the counseling materials will be open for
supervisor during the year.

1.1 Executive Summary
Implementing the system application is using common
internet technologies with PHP and Mysql as the backbone,
provides staff with a tool to easily communicate, distribute
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information and facilitates collaboration across the entire
organization.
1.1.1 Technologies Used
This career application system is a kind of web application
and is developed as;
1. Database Design (MySql)
2. Coding (PHP)
1.1.2 Browser Compatibility Statement
We request you to use the career application system in the
latest version of browsers and are available from the market.
Because the older versions may not support and some design
part of the career application system needs manual update or
automatic update to keep up to date of web browser.
1.1.3 Software Interface
The purpose of this section is to define all online screens
that are part of the career application system and their
interdependencies and to provide details on the functionality of
the screen based on a user’s actions.
1. Web Server: .NET Framework, Web Browser.
2. Database Server : MySQL
1.1.4 Security of System
PHP (coding) is a fast and easy-to-learn language, for this
reason, we can cause software-related security vulnerabilities.
The proposed system data is protected with password-based
logins by SSH key, or secure shell that is an encrypted protocol
used to administer and communicate with servers. SSH Key is
any kind of authentication, including password authentication
and it is completely encrypted. Thus, SSH keys
use encryption to provide a secure way of logging into your
server and are recommended for all users. For SSH key
authentication is showed in Figure 1. There is a important point
for user must place your public SSH key on the server in its
proper directory.

Fig. 1: Security of System by using SSH Key

According to SSH keys Authentication; a private and public
key pair are created for the purpose of authentication. When
password-based logins are allowed, malicious users can
repeatedly attempt to access a server, especially if it has a
public-facing IP address.
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II.

THE APPLICATION SYSTEM

In a distance education process, there are many Learning
Management System (LMS) applications provide learning
content presentation in a web based learning as web server
software (MySQL, Apache, Oracle e.g.) for performing
learning content that can be used in many different phases as
career application systems. The significant time required to
develop scales has also been a consistent finding in studies
involving distance education in career and technical education
career application system. For this reason, e -Visual Career
Application (e-VCA) System is a kind of distance web based
for handling most of the career consulting activities. In Figure
2 shows that the details regarding the e-Visual Career
Application (e-VCA), scales (files) and web server software
are used in a career application system.
e-VCA
System

Server

demonstrated views of total approved and unapproved clients
are available. It has included how many total/active topics as
personal information form, tests, scales, inventories, and
research techniques weekly that are presented. In Figure 4
shows that the details regarding the page of home in career
application system.

Supervisor
Client

Scales
Archives

Fig. 3: The page of Login

Fig. 2: e-Visual Career Application (e-VCA) and Web Server Software

The career application system is designed and represented
the general scope with a contextual boundary of e-VCA
System. It describes the main objective of the system and its
entities involved functionality. This career application system
is designed totally five steps to show how it is easy to start
using its organization functionality such as; Login, the page of
Home, Archives and Scales, Clients’ Information and
Sessions.
2.1 Login
The first stage function is designed the page of login that is
expected to play an important role in the conducting of online
career counseling. The purpose of the login page is first
required to register by from clients on the online website. This
page also has access of the system that is secured by the
login/password mechanism (by using private e-mail address)
for the login id is created an account from the clients at the
time of registration and provided it from their supervisors.
Figure 3 shows that the details regarding the page of login in a
career application system.
2.2

The Page of Home

The second stage function is designed about view of
registration information. The purpose of the home page has
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Fig. 4: The page of Home

Next one is about the lists of approved clients; it has been
viewed with their information and supervisors can manage the
client’s information such as their control by hitting of remove
link, the listing their information that are showed. Secondly,
this part has two important roles as print option; it is about
print out of summary for active and inactive documents. And
next one is about chart; it also has option to download and
view in various formats about clients’ information. The detail
regarding the page of Home is given in Figure 4.
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2.3 Archives and Scales
The third one is designed the page of Achives and Scales; it
has all privileges to edit/delete all the files /directories created
by supervisor who uploads topics (personal information form,
tests, scales, inventories, and research techniques) and clients
can view all the files uploaded by supervisor according to their
sessions. The detail regarding the page of Archives and Scales
is given in Figure 5. Supervisor can manage all of information
as sending new tests, scales, inventories and new sources for
special member clients. They also can search any member of
client and take information about searched the member client.

Moreover, it gives change to supervisor can manage to
keep certain clients from signing- in to e-Visual Career
Application sets their account status as active or inactive. The
detail regarding the page of Search is given in Figure 6.

Fig. 6: The page of Search

2.5 Session
Fig. 5: The page of Archives and Sclaes

2.4 Client’s Information
The fourth stage is designed for the page of Client info; it
allows view of clients’ situation (personality information,
address, attending session and other information). It has two
important roles as adding clients and editing clients.
2.4.1 Adding Clients
To add a client, go to the clients tab and fill in the form and
click the add client button at the bottom of the page. Newlyadded clients are automatically given active status, allowing
them to sign-in to e-Visual Career Application immediately.
However, newly-added clients must be told how to access eVisual Career Application System that sent info feature to
approved e- mail by using the activation with client
information as username, password, and URL to sign-in.

The last one is designed for the page of Session. Career
Counselling consult with scales determined by the consultant
to implement the system for the distance career education of
the necessary personal information, forums, testing, inventory,
and make appointment online interviews with five sessions and
each session is determined as 45-50 minutes. In this context, eVisual Career Application system offers online consultations
that are relevant to the topic, inventory, scales (Holland or
MBS), activities and the session on the techniques during last
for five weeks. These sessions are as follows;
1. Session: Configuration and discovery.
2. Session: Scale and tests, and provide information about
the application.
3. Session: Transmission of test results, and review of the
advisory tasks.
4. Session: Duties discussion, brainstorming, information,
research, and deal with the action plan.

2.4.2 Editing Clients

5. Session: progress review, and if necessary to determine
new goals.

To edit a single client, click on his/her row, update their
information, and click on the save changes button at the bottom
of the page. To edit alter multiple clients at once by clicking on
the checkbox next to their name (or select all by clicking on the
checkbox in the header) in combination with the button at the
bottom of the page.

At the same time, the client requests extra appointments to
take any time from their supervisor by means of e-Visual
Career Application system, session on the topic which is
applicable to the person receiving vocational career education,
carried out sharing inventories with supervisor electronically.
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Client

Session

- first_name : string
- last_name : string
- client_id : int

- session_id : int
- type : string
- total : int
- mark : bool

<<create>> +Client () : Client
+ setClient (...): void
+ getClient (...): string

Reports
- Client_id : int
- paper_id : int
- session_id : int
- total : int
- mark : bool
<<create>> + Reports ():Reports
+ setReports: (...): void
+ getReports: (...) : string
+ setTotal: (…) : void

List
- Objects: T ()
<<create>> +List () : List
+search (...) : T
+add (...) : bool
+delete (...) : bool
+update (...) : bool
+edit (…) : bool

<<create>> + Session ():Session
+ setSession: (...): bool
+ getSession: (...): string

Activities

Login

- session_id : int
- type : string
- total : int
- mark : bool

- user_name : string
- password : string
- usertype : char

<<create>> + Activies () : Activies
+ setActivies (...) : bool
+ getActivies (...) : string

+ setLogin (...) : bool
+ getLogin(...) : string
+ Login (...) : bool
Fig. 10: The diagram model of the proposed system

This application system is applied on a blind student’s İnci
GENÇ at Eastern Mediterranean University in TRNC. She got
the necessary personal information, forums, testing; inventory
on the application system by using record voice, and make
appointment online interviews with five sessions and each
session was as 45-50 minutes with his supervisor. She got a
great achievement at the end of five sessions. The detail
regarding the page of Session is given in Figure 7.
This application system is ready to apply on close to
graduate students (this semester) at Istanbul Gelisim
University in Turkey for improving their career skills.
III. THE MODEL APPLICATION SYSTEM
The model of career application system is designed with
supervisor, client and functional activities are described. In
Figure 8 represents what are the bounders and scope of eVisual Career Application system. It describes the main
objective of the system and is entities involved. Moreover, the
diagram represents the general scope with a contextual
boundary of e-Visual Career Application (e-VCA) system
describes the main objective of the system and its entities
involved. All details regarding the context diagram of proposed
system is given in Figure 9.

Fig. 7: The page of Session
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This career application system is done with specially
developed software for providing more fruitful advising system
on career development by considering interests, capacities,
personalities, abilities and values that are developed in order to
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help people for improving career skills in their future life and is
figured out the overall system with its entities.
The model of e-Visual Career Application used sequence
diagram generally and figure out the overall system. This
model of diagram are interactions between a system’s clientssystem and supervisor-system with among objects in the
system when relations occur with whole application system in
Figure 10.

it is a system which is very useful and using time period for the
specialists in terms of their distance, for the use of disabled
people and new graduated students to improve their career
skills in future life.
In the future, this study will need to be conducted to
determine the most effective ways to utilize distance education
in the delivery of professional career counselling.
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